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MaxCap beneﬁts

Be careful what you buy
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of perfect DMD testing is even more

standards and compared to other similar

interesting to note that Draka started ﬁrst

ﬁber). In addition, for system safety and
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result in high Bit-Error-Rates (BER).
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is no doubt that these improvements have

in high-quality measurement procedures.

signiﬁcantly improved the quality of ﬁber
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Fig. 3. BER 10Gb/s system test results for Draka
OM4 ﬁber (3 quality levels A, B and C in
300m, 550m and 750m in length).
Top: Using small spectral width source

Fig. 1. Extremely poor DMD behavior of 4 ﬁbers

Fig. 2. Draka MaxCap-OM4 ﬁber (top) with excellent

(0.33 nm) even 750m length fulﬁll the IEEE

out of a low cost OM3 cable. All 4 ﬁbers failed

850nm DMD, passes OM4 requirements.

requirement.

the OM3 speciﬁcation.

Competitor A & B (bottom) claimed OM4, but

Bottom: For worst case spectral source

failed the MaxCap-OM4 requirements due to

(0.45 nm) 750m length samples result in

too large inner, outer and sliding DMD after

large BER. 550m length samples still fulﬁll

performance testing.

the IEEE requirement.

